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Abstract
The goal of the root canal filling procedure is the total 3-dimensional filling of root canals and
accessory canals. With the development of innovative sealers and gutta percha in matching taper
and diameter as rotary instruments, the single cone technique is gaining popularity.
Objective: To compare the percentage of voids and gaps in the coronal, middle and apical third
of mandibular molar root canals obturated with different sealers and techniques using microcomputed tomography.
Hypothesis: No differences in the percentage of voids and gaps are found between: 1) the obturation groups; 2) the mesial or distal canals of the mandibular molars; and 3) the root canal
thirds.
Methods: Thirty extracted two-rooted human mandibular molars were divided into three experimental groups: 1) single cone technique using ThermaSeal Plus sealer; 2) warm vertical technique using ThermaSeal Plus sealer; and 3) single cone technique using BC sealer. All canals
were instrumented with Vortex Blue 0.04 files to an apical size of #35 (mesial) and #40 (distal).
The teeth were mounted on a custom attachment for post-instrumentation and post-obturation
micro-CT scan. The scans were examined for the relative proportions of voids and gaps in the
coronal, middle and apical third of mandibular molar root canals. Data were analyzed with mixed
effects models and Wald chi-square test.
Results: A statistically higher percentage of gaps was found in the apical third compared to the
coronal third and the middle third of the canal (p <0.05). No significant differences in voids
were found in the root canal thirds. No significant differences in voids and gaps were found between the three obturation groups or between the mesial and distal canals (p > 0.05). None of the
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methods were able to produce a void-free root filling and voids occurred in both mesial and distal canals with no predilection for any part of the canals.
Conclusion: Within the limitations of this study, it appears that the single cone technique utilizing gutta percha in matching taper and size as rotary instruments is a suitable alternative for obturation of mandibular molars as compared to the warm vertical technique.
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1. Introduction
Bacteria and their byproducts are the main cause of pulpal inflammation and apical periodontitis
(1-3). The goal of endodontic treatment is to eliminate and prevent microbial infection in the
periradicular region via proper instrumentation and irrigation, disinfect the root canal system,
and hermetically seal the canal space with a root canal filling (4, 5). However, as complete eradication of bacteria in the canal system is impossible at present, the root canal filling should prevent ingress of bacteria, entomb surviving microbes, and maintain an environment that would
inhibit bacterial growth (4, 6, 7). The association of apical pathosis with the presence of inadequate root canal filling in retreatment cases has been noted in outcome studies (8, 9). Hence,
there is great interest to evaluate the efficacy of obturation material via in vitro studies such as
dye leakage studies, fluid filtration, bacterial penetration setup, scanning electron microscopy,
and recently microcomputed tomography (MCT) (10-12).

Dye leakage studies have been criticized to have small sample size and application of low power
of statistical tests which could conclude significant differences as insignificant (13). As well,
many of the old leakage studies focused on the apical region and are based on the assumption
that the apical disease was due to the fluid at the apical portion of the root filling and not necessarily due to the passage of toxins or microbes (12). The fluid filtration model and the bacterial
penetration setup enable the volume of water or bacteria passing through the filling to be determined as a function of time and experimental variables (12, 14, 15). However, these techniques
are unable to quantify the presence of voids (12). In addition, SEM studies require the samples
to be sectioned, dehydrated and coated with gold which inherently damages the sample (16, 17).
1

Thus, MCT is gaining popularity for studying the obturation quality in root canal filled teeth as it
can quantify the presence of voids in a nondestructive manner (17). However, the resolution of
micro-CT may be a limiting factor and small size voids are likely to remain undetected also with
this technique.

1.1. Root Filling
Gutta percha (GP) is the most commonly used obturation material for root canal treatment in the
past century (6). GP is derived from the dried juices of the Taban tree and consists of 20% GP
and approximately 80% of Zinc oxide in addition to dyes and radiopaque material (12, 18, 19).
Crystalline GP may exist in the α or the β form in which GP for endodontic use usually exist
(12, 20). GP transforms from the β form to the α form upon heating to 42-49 ºC and transforms
from α form to amorphous state upon heating to 53-59 ºC (20). The phase transformation properties of GP is important in thermoplasticized obturation techniques (21). GP does not exhibit any
systemic cytotoxic effects and can be easily removed during retreatment as it is dissolvable in
chloroform (22, 23). Although GP fulfills many of Grossman’s requirement for the ideal root filling material (Table 1.1) (24), it is unable to seal the root canal system completely and relies on
the sealer to fill the space between the GP and the dentin wall (6).
Table 1. Grossman's requirements for the ideal root filling material (1936)
Easily introduced into the root canal system

Radiopaque

Seal the canal laterally as well as apically

Not stain tooth structure

Not shrink after being inserted

Not irritate periodontal tissue

Impervious to moisture

Easily removed from the canal, if needed

Bactericidal or at least bacteriostatic

Sterile or easily sterilized immediately before insertion

2

1.2. Sealers
Many different sealer types are used in endodontics including those based on zinc oxide eugenol,
resin, glass ionomer, silicone, calcium hydroxide, and bioceramic (e.g. calcium silicate) materials (12, 25). As the sealer is the component that is in contact with periapical tissues and pulp
stump, it is critical for the sealer to be biocompatible and ideally exhibit qualities proposed by
Grossman in (Table 1.2) (24).
Table 2. Grossman's requirement for the ideal sealer (1936)

Exhibit tackiness when mixed to provide good Bacteriostatic, not encourage bacterial growth
adhesion between it and the canal wall when
set
Hermetic seal

Insoluble in tissue fluids

Radiopaque

Slow setting time

Contains fine powder particles so they can mix
easily with liquid

Tissue tolerant, not irritating to periradicular
tissue

No shrinkage upon setting

Soluble in common solvent if it is necessary to
remove the root canal filling

Non staining to tooth structure

1.2.1.

ThermaSeal Plus Sealer

ThermaSeal Plus sealer (TSP) (Dentsply Tulsa Dental, Tulsa, OK) is an epoxy-amine-based
sealer and is the same product as AH Plus sealer (AHP) (Dentsply International Inc, York, PA)
(26). The difference in names is only due to marketing purpose and the sealer is considered to be
the most successful one amongst resin-based sealers (12). AHP has been shown to demonstrate
good apical sealing ability, working time, setting time, flow rate, solubility and dimensional sta-
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bility, biocompatibility, and antimicrobial activity (27-29). It also has an initial alkaline pH
which greatly reduce to neutral at 24 hours (27, 30). The manufacturer recommends TSP to be
used with the master point technique (single cone technique), lateral condensation or warm compaction techniques (ThermaSeal leaflet, Dentsply Tulsa Dental). With heat, the setting time of
AHP is reduced and the film thickness is increased (31). In addition, the flow rate of AHP increases upon heating and this is in accordance to ISO standards (31).

1.2.2.

BC Sealer

The Endosequence BC Sealer (BCS) (Brasseler USA Dental LLC, Savannah, GA); also previously known as iRootSP root canal sealer (Innovative BioCermaix, Inc., Vancouver, BC, Canada) is a bioceramic sealer which is gaining popularity due to its biocompatibility, alkalinity, nontoxicity, lack of shrinkage upon setting, and chemical stability (11, 30). BCS contains zirconium
oxide, tricalcium silicate, dicalcium silicate, colloidal silica, calcium silicates, calcium phosphate
monobasic, and calcium hydroxide (11). BCS has also been shown to demonstrate a high pH
which contributes to its osteogenic potential, biocompatibility and antibacterial properties (6,
30). Despite the fact that BCS has the higher solubility compared to AHP, its solubility has no
impact on its sealing ability or dimensional stability (30). In the presence of moisture, BCS expands slightly upon setting which contributes to its sealing ability (6, 30). Upon coming in contact with tissue fluids, BCS has been shown to be release calcium hydroxide which interacts with
phosphates to form hydroxyapatite, a component of bone (6, 11). BCS is hydrophilic and has a
working time of over 30 minutes (6). The setting time is 4 hours in normal conditions but the setting reaction is also dependent on the available moisture (6).
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With these good mechanical, biological and handling properties, BCS has been proposed to be
used as the main component of the root filling with the GP as the delivery device to facilitate the
hydraulic movement of the sealer into the canal irregularities(6). Although studies have been performed on the effect of heat on tricalcium silicate based-sealers, varied results were noted on the
different tricaclium silicate-based sealers (31). Despite their similar chemical compositions, these
varied results indicate that the tricalcium silicate-based sealers should be tested individually to
determine the effect of heat on their physical and chemical properties. No study has been performed to determine the effect of heat on BCS specifically and the manufacturer recommended
BCS to be used with the single cone and lateral condensation technique.

1.3.

Obturation Techniques

Various gutta percha obturation techniques have been used in endodontics including the cold lateral condensation technique, warm vertical compaction technique, and single cone technique (32,
33).

1.3.1.

Cold Lateral Condensation Technique (CLC)

CLC is the most commonly taught and practiced filling technique world-wide (33). It requires a
canal preparation that is continuously tapered from the orifice to the apical region (33). A master
cone which coincides with the master apical file size preparation will be selected (32). Upon
coating the master cone with a sealer, a spreader is placed lateral to the cone to create space for
accessory GP cones (Figure 1) (33). The placement of accessory cones continues until spreader
cannot reach more than 2-3 mm into the canal (33). At that time, a heat source will sear off the
cones and allow for consolidation of the filling (33). This technique allows for a positive apical
5

seal and produces a dimensionally stable and dense filling in the coronal and middle third of the
canal (32) .

Figure 1. Cold lateral condensation technique (33)

Figure 2. Cross sectional view of canal filled with CLC (33)

1.3.2.

Warm Vertical Technique (WV)

The warm vertical condensation technique was popularized by Herbert Schilder in 1960’s (32).
Schilder stated that the technique can produce a consistently dense three-dimensional filling especially in the apical portion as it also fills the accessory and lateral canals (32). This technique
requires the canal shaping to be: 1) a continuously tapered funnel shape, 2) maintain original
anatomy, 3) maintain position of the apical foramen and 4) keep the foramen diameter as small
as practicable (33, 34). Canal preparation is considered adequate when a taper-matched cone or a
fine medium or medium cone can fit to working length (33, 34). The master cone selected must
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have a taper that is more gradual than the taper of the root canal to prevent the cone from binding
with the body of the canal and not near the apex (32). The cone should then be fitted to the radiographic terminus and trimmed to be short (0.5-1 mm) of this length while ensuring that it possesses good tugback (resistance to pulling out) (26, 35). Pluggers should also be pre-fitted to ensure the instrument can compact GP in the coronal, middle and apical third of the canal (26, 32).
Only a small amount of zinc oxide sealer is applied in the canal as the condensation pressure applied to the warm GP can spread the sealer evenly over the canal wall(26, 32).

The coronal part of the cone is seared off with a heated instrument which allows GP to be deformed from compaction with a plugger (26). At this temperature, the GP retains its crystalline
beta form with minimal shrinkage as it cools back to body temperature (26). The instrument can
heat up to 2-3 mm of GP apical to the instrument tip (21). Through successions of heat waves
and compaction cycles, the warm filling material can flow into lateral canals and apical ramifications (26). This “downpack” phase continues until the apical 4-5 mm of the canal space is
“corked” with the obturation material (26, 33). This was performed based on the recommendation that the removal of GP to a level less than 6 mm from the apex can minimize the amount of
sealer within the GP mass (36, 37). The canal is then “backfilled” with injection molded GP in
3-4 mm increments and vertically compacted with a plugger (33). This obturation technique is
also known as the multiple wave vertical condensation technique (33).
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Figure 3. Warm vertical compaction technique (Image from Whitworth, 2005 (33)

Figure 4. Cross-section of canal filled with warm vertical compaction technique (33)

Another variation of this technique is known as the “continuous wave” obturation technique
which was developed by Buchanan (38). System B, a heat source developed by Buchanan, consists of tips that can be heated rapidly to deliver a precise amount of heat for an indefinite
amount of time and can be cooled down rapidly (26, 38). Therefore the heating tip could be also
be used as a “cold” plugger to compact the GP (26, 38). In this technique, the GP will be removed in one continuous wave of heat (26, 33). Therefore, it would be critical to pre-select a
heating tip that binds 4-5 mm from the working length (38). The backfilling of the canal will be
the same as described above.

One of the critiques for WV is that when the heated GP cools down, it shrinks more than the
sealer does on setting (6, 39). As well, the shrinkage of GP and sealer as opposed to just the sealer results in a bigger gap between the GP and the sealer (6). Other studies have also pointed out
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that in order to create space for the plugger to reach 4-5 mm from the WL, a larger taper canal
preparation in the coronal third is needed, which could produce microfractures (6, 40, 41).

1.3.3.

Single Cone Technique (SC)

The SC technique was developed in 1960s when ISO sized instruments and GP cones were developed (33, 42). This technique was recommended to be used in canals that are reasonably parallel so that the master cone fits tightly in the apical third of the root canal (42). After reaming a
circular apical stop 2 mm short of the canal, a single GP cone with good tug back was cemented
with sealer to fill the canal space(33, 43). The SC technique has been criticized to be a “sealer
heavy” technique and was found to have more apical leakage than the CLC technique due to the
dissolution of sealer (33, 44, 45). However, the thickness of the sealer is dependent on the fit of
the cone to the root canal walls after cleaning and shaping (46). Thus, the use rotary instrument
size and corresponding GP cones would ensure a high volume of GP in the canal and decrease
the amount of sealer used (47, 48). It is also possible that the new epoxy resin and bioceramic
sealers are not susceptible to dissolution, which may change the situation regarding leakage.

The combined use of a matching GP cone and a sealer which is dimensionally stable and insoluble in fluids, such as BCS, has been advocated to be used with the single cone technique (6).
The SC technique would eliminate the need for the space required for the plugger to be placed 4
mm from the WL (needed for WV) or the space for a spreader (needed for CLC). SC technique
would thus allow for a more conservative canal preparation and thereby more remaining root
dentin (6).
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Figure 5. Cross-section of canal obturated with single cone technique(33)

Figure 6. Single cone technique using matched files and gutta percha

1.4. Monoblock
Recently, GP cones impregnated with glass ionomer (Activ GP) or bioceramic particles have
been developed (6, 35). These cones are designed for use with the single cone technique as they
might provide a bond between the canal wall and the master cone forming a monoblock (35, 49).
The term monoblock, meaning “a single unit”, may be used to determine the number of interfaces between the material and the root canal dentin which can also relate to the material’s sealing
quality and tooth strengthening ability(50). This is of significance as endodontically treated teeth
may be susceptible to fracture due to the reduction of remaining tooth structure from extensive
restorative procedure in addition to endodontic instrumentation (50).
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Replacement monoblocks are classified as primary, secondary and tertiary (Figure 7). A primary
monoblock has only one interface between the material and the root canal wall while a secondary
monoblock has two circumferential interfaces between the cement and the core material as well
as the cement and the root canal dentin (50). A tertiary monoblock has a third circumferential
interface in between the bonding substrate and the abutment material (50). In order for the material to be classified as a primary monoblock, it needs to bond strongly and mutually to one another as well as to the substrate it is intended to reinforce (50). As well, the material should have
a similar modulus of elasticity as the substrate as that influences its ability to strengthen the remaining tooth structure(50, 51). Historically, root canal fillings are classified as secondary monoblocks as the sealer neither bonds tightly to dentin or GP nor do they function as mechanically
homogenous units with the radicular dentin(50). However, with the use of BCS and GP cones
impregnated with a nano particle layer of bioceramic, the interface between the core and the
sealer has been suggested to be eliminated and the root filling material would thus be considered
a primary monoblock (6, 50). Such fillings have been shown to improve its sealing ability (6, 52,
53).

Figure 7. Classification of endodontic monoblocks(50)
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1.5. Micro-Computed Tomography (MCT)
Micro-computed tomography is a modern non-destructive, three-dimensional imaging technology that is increasing in popularity to study dental hard tissues (17, 54). It was first suggested for
use to study human teeth by Tachibana and Matsumoto (55). It was subsequently used to measure enamel thickness (56), geometry of root canal and root canal volume post instrumentation
(17, 57-62), obturation quality (10, 43, 54, 60, 62-64) and retreatment efficacy (65). Medical
computed tomography units provide pixel space of approximately 1 mm, which is insufficient to
provide the accuracy of details needed in endodontics (59). MCT voxel size is determined by
slice spacing and pixel size, which enable enhanced resolution (59). Compared to the conventional imaging techniques (e.g. scanning electronic microscopy, confocal microscopy, and stereomicroscopy), MCT enables the sample to be analyzed without sectioning and allows for repeated scanning and three dimensional reconstruction of images using software such as Amira,
NRecon, CTAn and CTVol for further data analysis (43, 59, 62, 64). In addition, a study by Jung
et al. (2005) has shown that there was a good qualitative correlations (p < 0.001) between the
images obtained from MCT sections and histological sections and that images from the MCT
sections were able to discern between GP, sealer and voids (64). Thus MCT is the method of
choice for the evaluation of quality of various obturation material as it allows the specimen to be
examined quantitatively and qualitatively without destruction (66).

1.6. Quality of Obturation
The quality of obturation can be evaluated by the percentage of voids and gaps (54). Voids could
be classified as internal, external and combined as shown in figure 9. Internal voids are found
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inside the filling material, whereas external and combined voids (collectively known as gaps) are
found between the filling material and the root canal wall dentin (54). Voids are of less clinical
significance because bacteria, if present, will be entrapped within the filling (54). In contrast, the
presence of gaps may negatively impact the treatment outcome as they are in direct contact with
potentially infected dentinal walls and may promote failure of the sealer and lead to leakage (54).
In addition, the shrinkage of the root canal sealer of as little as 1% has been reported to be large
enough for bacteria and noxious byproduct penetration (19, 67). Thus, the differentiation and the
identification of the location of voids and gaps are of clinical relevance and the quantity of voids
and gaps is an important part of evaluation of obturation techniques and materials (68).

Figure 8. Classification of voids after canal filling: external (left), internal (middle) and combined
(right) void, indicated by arrow (Somma et al., 2011) (54)

1.7. Rationale
WV technique has been shown to approximately double the number of lateral canals filled as
compared to CLC (69). Historically, when SC technique was performed with conventional sealers, it has been reported to be less effective in sealing root canals than WV technique (44, 45).
With the development of innovative sealers and GP cones with matching taper and diameter of
rotary NiTi instruments, SC technique is regaining popularity as studies showed no difference in
obturation quality (percentage of voids) between SC and CLC and WV techniques (70-72).
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In addition, SC takes less time and may provide an obturation similar in sealing ability, bond
strength, radiographic quality and percentage of GP and sealer-filled areas and void obtained
with CLC or WV technique (47). The dimensional stability of BCS and the primary monoblock
formed with matching GP cones impregnated and coated with bioceramic nanoparticles would
theoretically eliminate interfacial gaps and produce a “perfect coronal and apical seal” (6, 68).

AHP is considered the most successful one amongst resin-based sealers and is used by many
studies to compare the different obturation techniques. TSP, which is the same product as AHP,
will be used in this study to draw comparisons to BCS (12). With MCT, the samples can undergo
micro-CT scanning post-instrumentation and post-obturation to evaluate the obturation quality
without any destruction to the samples (17, 73).

Many existing studies have used single-rooted teeth to evaluate various obturation techniques as
they aim to standardize their samples for comparative purposes and to improve data analysis
(74). However, the presence of anatomical variations in teeth, especially molars, often presents
significant instrumentation and obturation challenges for clinicians (74). The distal root in mandibular molars often has one canal whereas the mesial root often has two canals with various canal configurations and isthmuses in the middle and apical third (75). As it has been suggested
that the difference in obturation quality in the different thirds of the root could be due to differences in anatomical variation, it would be of interest to compare the quality of filling in the different canal thirds of the mesial and distal root in mandibular molars (66).
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Previous MCT studies have been done to compare the quality of obturation performed with the
CLC and WV technique with AHP sealer (73), SC and WV technique with AHP (43, 54), as well
as CLC technique with different sealers (10). As the effect of heat and the optimal heating temperature for BCS has yet to be established, the BCS product leaflet recommended BCS to be
used with the SC technique. No MCT study has yet compared the quality of obturation performed with SC technique with BCS as compared to SC or WV technique using TSP. As well,
no published MCT study has been done to compare the obturation quality between the different
canal thirds of the mesial and distal canals of mandibular molars. Therefore, it is of interest to
compare the obturation quality in the different thirds of the mesial and distal canals of mandibular molars obturated with single cone technique using ThermaSeal Plus sealer (TSSC), warm vertical technique using ThermaSeal Plus sealer (TSWV) and single cone technique using BC sealer
(BCSC) in mandibular molars.

1.8. Objectives
The objectives of the study are:
i)

to compare the percentage volume of voids and gaps of mandibular molars obturated
with a) single cone technique using ThermaSeal Plus sealer (TSSC), b) warm vertical
technique using ThermaSeal Plus sealer (TSWV) and c) single cone technique using
BC sealer (BCSC) in mandibular molars

ii)

to compare the percentage volume of voids and gaps in the mesial and distal canals of
mandibular molars obturated with TSSC, TSWV and BCSC.

iii)

to compare the percentage volume of voids and gaps in the coronal, middle, apical
third of root canals of mandibular molars obturated with TSSC, TSWV, and BCSC.
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1.9. Null Hypothesis
The null hypothesis (H0) is:
i)

there is no overall difference in the percentage volume of voids and gaps in mandibular
molars obturated with TSSC, TSWV or BCSC.

ii)

there is no difference in percentage volume of voids and gaps between the mesial and
distal canals of mandibular molars obturated with TSSC, TSWV or BCSC.

iii)

there is no difference in the percentage volume of voids and gaps among the coronal,
middle and apical third of root canals of mandibular molars obturated with TSSC,
TSWV or BCSC.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1.

Sample Size Calculation

The sample size was determined by calculating the effect size from a similar MCT study on the
obturation quality of premolars by Keles et al. (73). The appropriate effect size was determined
from the mean and the standard deviations obtained from the percentage of voids in the WV
group (3.09+_2.17) and from the CLC group (0.59+ 0.74) in their study (73). The appropriate
effect size was determined to be 1.54, the alpha-type error was specified to be 0.05 and the power beta was specified to be be 0.95. The minimum sample size per group was 10.

2.2. Sample Selection
Thirty-three extracted human permanent mandibular molars were used in this study. The teeth
were collected from the various dental offices in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada (certificate number H15-02793). The teeth were extracted for reasons unrelated to the present study and
donated anonymously. Upon extraction, the teeth were stored in 0.05% NaOCl at room temperature. The inclusion criteria for the samples were: permanent mandibular molar with two separate
roots with intact pulp chambers. The exclusion criteria for the samples were: teeth with visible
cracks, resorptive defects, horizontal or vertical root fracture, previous endodontic treatment, or
open apices. Samples were examined clinically under the operating microscope (Global Surgical
Corporations, St. Louis, MO). In addition, the samples were examined radiographically with one
bucco-lingual digital radiograph and one mesio-distal digital radiograph) with intraoral photostimulable phosphor storage plates, ScanX Classic Digital Imaging system (Air Techniques,
Melville, NY) and digital radiography imaging software (Planmeca Romexis, Helsinki, Finland)
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to ensure the selection and exclusion criteria were met. Selected teeth were assigned a unique
sample number and the samples were allocated to the three groups of 11 via stratified sampling
based on the number of canals and the Vertucci (1984) canal classification (76).

Figure 9. Sample selection: Periapical radiographs (bucco-lingual view and mesio-distal view)

2.3. Sample Preparation and Root Canal Instrumentation
All existing restorations on the samples were removed to prevent any interference from the materials on micro-CT scans. The root canals were exposed with a 169 carbide bur and the access
were further refined with a LA Axxess (Kerr Dental, Orange, CA, USA). In cases with calcifications in the pulp chamber (pulp stones), a ProUltra Piezo Ultrasonic unit and ProUltra Endo Tips
(Dentsply International, York, PA) were used to remove the calcifications (Figure 11). Upon establishing patency with a size 10-hand K file, the working length was determined by subtracting
1 mm from the length at which the file emerged from the apical foramen. Each canal was then
instrumented up to size 15 using a hand K file (Lexicon, Dentsply Tulsa Dental Specialties).
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Figure 10. Pulp calcifications in two sample teeth

Due to the various curvatures exhibited by various samples, coronal flaring was performed to
reduce risk of file separation (77). A Vortex nickel titanium rotary endodontic orifice opener file
(size 25/0.08) was used (Dentsply Tulsa Dental Specialties) with an Aspetico DTC Torque Control Motor (Dentsply Tulsa Dental Specialties) with a W&H 8:1 gear reduction electric contra
angle endodontic handpiece (Dentsply Tulsa Dental Specialties) at 500 RPM.

Root canal instrumentation was then carried out with a crown down approach, beginning with a
Vortex Blue Rotary file size 35/0.04 for mesial canals and a size 40/0.04 for distal canal proceeding to the next smaller file size until the file reaches the WL. Then the canals were instrumented
to WL with files in increasing file sizes until the final apical size of 35/0.04 was reached for the
mesial canals and 40/0.04 for the distal canals. Copious irrigation with 6% NaOCl was used in
between files to flush out debris. After final canal preparation, water and 1mL of Qmix (Dentsp19

ly Tulsa Dental Specialties, Tulsa, OK) were used with needle irrigation for each canal before
drying with paper points of corresponding sizes. The samples were then wrapped in moist gauze
to prevent desiccation and kept at +37oC before the root filling.

2.4. Micro-CT Post Instrumentation Scan
Up to four teeth were mounted on each level of the custom attachment (Figure 10). All samples
were scanned using a MicroCT 100 (SCANCO Medical AG, Brüttisellen, Switzerland) with the
following settings: isotropic voxel size of 30 µm, energy of 90 kVp, tube current of 200 µA, integration time of 500 ms, a 0.1 mm copper filter and a x2 frame averaging. The scan resolution
was determined by a previous endodontic micro-CT study and pilot scans utilizing different
voxel sizes (65). The scan time was approximately 41minutes per one layer of teeth in the specimen holder. The samples were wrapped in moist cotton gauzes after the scanning was completed.

Figure 11. Samples mounted on a custom attachment for the micro-CT scan
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2.5. Root Canal Filling
Thirty-three samples were equally divided into 3 obturation groups: Group A: ThermaSeal Plus
sealer with single cone technique (TSSC), Group B: ThermaSeal Plus sealer with warm vertical
technique (TSWV), and Group C: BC Sealer with single cone technique (BCSC).

In all the groups, a matching 35/.04 GP and a matching 40/.04 GP were fit in the mesial and distal canals of the molar respectively to achieve tugback at the WL (Brasseler USA Dental LLC,
Savannah, GA). The sealer (TSP for Group 1 and 2 and BCS for Group 3) was applied by injection into the canal and a size 15-hand K file was spun counter-clockwise to evenly coat the canal
with the sealer. The apical 5 mm of the selected GP was then lightly coated with a thin layer of
sealer and the GP was reinserted gently until the working length was reached.

Group A: TSSC Group
The GP cone was seared off with a SuperEndo Alpha A2 Heat Source (B&L Biotech USA, Bala
Cynwyd, PA) at 200 oC at approximately 1 mm above the canal orifice. The excess GP was then
compacted with the Schilder pluggers (sizes 9 and 9.5) (Dentsply Maillefer, Ballaigues, Switzerland) until the GP was flush with the orifice opening. Excess GP was removed with the Alpha
A2 heat source. This methodology to vertically compact the excess GP was based on the study
by Horsted-Bindslev et al. (2007).

Group B: TSWV
Using the multiple wave warm vertical compaction technique as described previously, the coronal GP was removed with a SuperEndo Alpha A2 Heat Source (B&L Biotech USA, Bala Cyn21

wyd, PA) at 200 oC and downpacked with Schilder pluggers (size 8.5, 9, 9.5) (Dentsply Maillefer, Ballaigues, Switzerland) in segments until the apical 5 mm of GP remained. Digital periapical radiographs (one from Bucco-lingual direction and one from mesio-distal direction) were
taken prior to backfilling. The backfill was performed with the Calamus Flow Obturation Delivery System with a 25-guage injection tip cartridges (Dentsply Tulsa Dental Specialties) and
Schilder plugger sizes 9, 9.5 and 10. The obturation was considered complete when the coronal
portion of the root filling was flush with the canal orifice opening.

Group C: BCSC Group
The same procedure as Group A was performed for Group C except BCS was used.

Procedures after root filling
After the obturation was completed, all the samples were stored at 100% humidity and 37 oC for
at least 24 hours to allow setting of the sealer prior to the post-obturation micro-CT scan (78).

2.6. Micro-CT Post Obturation Scan
All the samples were scanned with the MicroCT 100 (SCANCO Medical AG) using the same
settings as described previously for the post-instrumentation scan.

2.7. Micro-CT Image Analysis
Three micro-CT softwares were used for the visualization, reconstruction and quantitative measurements of the MCT images. Amira v. 6.0 (FEI Visualization Sciences Group, SAS, Burlington,
MA) was used to reconstruct and crop the MCT images, as well as to create images and anima22

tions. MeVisLab v 6.4 (MeVis Medical Solutions AG) was used to visualize and register
(match) the post-instrumentation and the post-obturation MCT images along the axial, sagittal
and coronal plane (Figure 12). The number of image slices for each root was then determined
visually by going through the axial slices with MeVis Lab v6.4 (MeVis Medical Solutions AG).
The slice in which the filling was first visualized in the coronal third was determined to be the
first slice and the slice in which the filling could be last visualized in the apical third was determined to be the final slice. The total number of root slices was divided by three for the segmentation of the coronal, middle and apical third of the root (Figure 13) (67). The average total number
of root slices are approximately 350-450 slices per root.

Figure 12. Registering (matching) the post-obturation scan to the post-instrumentation scan in the axial, sagittal and coronal planes.
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Figure 13. Schematic illustration of using the axial view to equally divide the MCT slices to the coronal, middle and apical third from the study by Li et al., 2014)(67)

Utilizing the threshold function, the volume of the root canal space and the root canal filling
were separately identified and quantified (Figures 14 & 15). The empty root canal space often
included the isthmus area.

Figure 14. Utilizing the threshold parameter in MeVisLab v 6.4 (MeVis Medical Solutions AG) to determine
the volume of the root canal space
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Figure 15. Utilizing the threshold parameter in MeVisLab v 6.4 (MeVis Medical Solutions AG) to determine
the volume of the filling in the root canal

Figure 16. Schematic drawing of: a) empty canal space b) root canal filing, void and gap in canal space c)
filled void within root canal filling d) determination of volume of gap after subtraction of volume of filled void
within root canal filling (c) from the volume of empty canal space (a)

The segmented data was then analyzed with ImageJ v 1.49 (National Institutes of Health, public
domain) for binary registration to detect the voids and “fill” them within the root canal filling
(Figure 16). The “fill” data was then re-loaded to MeVisLab v 6.4 (MeVis Medical Solutions
AG) to determine the new volume of the root canal filling which included the “filled” void (Figure 17). The volume of the interfacial gaps was determined by subtracting the volume of the root
canal filling and the filled void (Figure 17c) from the total volume of the root canal space (Figure
17a). Subsequently the volume of the voids could be determined by subtraction of volume of fill25

ing (Figure 17 b) from volume of filled void (figure 17c). The volume of voids and gaps were
expressed as a percentage of the root canal space after instrumentation.

Figure 17. Void detection (left) and void filled (right) with Image J v 1.49 (National Institutes of
Health, public domain)

2.8. Data Analysis
Due to the repeated measurements of correlated variables (e.g. multiple measurements were
made for the different canal thirds and the different roots on the same tooth), a mixed effects
model was used. In a mixed effects model, the fixed and random effects were both simultaneously accounted. In this study, the obturation techniques, the roots and the level of the canal
thirds were considered as fixed effects while the general variability among the teeth were considered as random effects. Using SPSS v.20 (SPSS INC. Chicago, IL), the Kolmogrov-Smirnov test
and non-parametric Levene’s test were used to test the assumption of normality and variance.
Since the percentage volume of voids and the percentage volume of gaps were not normally distributed and showed skewness, a logit transformation was performed for the percentage volume
of voids and the percentage volume of gaps. After the logit transformation, the percentage volume of voids and the percentage volume of gaps were treated as response variables. A Wald chi-
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square test was then used to test the significance of the coefficients in regression at a significance
level of 0.05. For further information on statistical analysis, please refer to Appendix A.
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3.Results

3.1. Comparison of the Mean Percentage of Voids and Gaps Between the Obturation
Groups
The mean percentage volume of voids and gaps (± S.D.) for each obturation group, each root,
and each canal thirds are tabulated in Table 3.1. No significant difference on the effects on the
percentage volume of voids were contributed from different obturation groups, canals and root
canal thirds (p >0.05) as shown in Table 3.2. No significant difference on the effects on the percentage volume of gaps were contributed from the obturation groups (p > 0.05) and canals (p >
0.05) as shown in Table 3.3. A significant effect on the percentage volume of gaps were contributed from the root canal thirds (p< 0.05). In particular, the apical third contribute significantly
more to the percentage volume of gaps than the coronal third (p <0.05) and the middle third (p <
0.05) as shown in Table 3.4. Although it was not the objective to compare the percentage of
gaps to the percentage of voids in each sample, a higher percentage of gaps than voids were noted in all three obturation groups as shown in table 3.1.
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Table 3. Mean and S.D. of percentage volume of voids and gaps of the different obturation
groups
TSSC

TSWV

BCSC

Mesial

Distal

Mesial

Distal

Mesial

Distal

Coronal Voids

0.46±0.81

0.48±1.4

0.17±0.17

1.06±2.40

0.18±0.27

0.68±1.66

Gaps

4.24±2.25

3.38±2.74

3.92±3.15

4.48±3.13

3.56±2.46

4.90±7.25

Middle Voids

0.13±0.17

0.37±0.91

0.22±0.40

0.43±0.54

0.13±0.23

0.84±1.81

Gaps

3.74±4.13

5.45±4.62

3.13±2.28

3.24±3.52

4.51±2.81

4.80±4.27

Apical Voids

0.93±2.13

0.10±0.17

0.55±0.94

0.52±1.05

1.25±2.49

0.99±2.30

Gaps

3.5±2.43

6.88±3.61

5.59±3.50

5.87±3.50

6.13±3.79

5.83±3.77

Table 4. Wald chi-square test results for the percentage volume of voids.
P > 0.05 indicates no statistical significance.
Covariates

Chi-Square

Degree of Freedom

P-value

Obturation techniques

0.93

2

0.63

Canal

0.00

1

0.97

Root Canal thirds

0.10

2

0.95

Table 5. Wald Chi Square Test results for the percentage volume of gaps. P <0.05 indicates
the covariate contribute significantly to the percentage volume of gaps.
Covariates

Chi-Square

Degree of Freedom

P-value

Obturation techniques

0.28

2

0.8705

Canal

1.18

1

0.2775

Root Canal thirds

9.94

2

0.0069
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Table 6. Multiple comparisons of the effect from the roots canal thirds on the percentage
volume of gaps after a logit transformation. P < 0.05 indicates the effects observed between
the different parts of the roots contribute significantly to the percentage volume of gaps.
Root canal third comparisons

P value

Apical - Coronal

0.0388

Apical - Middle

0.0107

Coronal - Middle

0.8875

3.2. Comparison of the Percentage of Voids and Gaps Between the Mesial and Distal Canals
No statistical difference in the percentage volume of voids and the percentage volume of gaps
was noted between the mesial and distal canals (p > 0.05). Again, a higher percentage volume of
gaps compared to the percentage volume of voids were noted for the mesial and distal canals.

3.3. Comparison of the Percentage of Voids and Gaps Between the Level of the Canal
Thirds
A significant difference in the percentage volume of gaps (p < 0.05) and no significant difference
in the percentage volume of voids (p > 0.05) were noted between the levels of the canal thirds. In
all canals, regardless of the obturation techniques, a higher percentage volume of gaps were noted in the apical third compared to the coronal third (p < 0.05) and the middle third (p < 0.05).
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3.4. Images
Reconstructed MCT images post-obturation, periapical radiographs taken during screening and
post-obturation, as well as horizontal cross-section images showing the root filling, voids and
gaps of one representative sample from each obturation group are shown in Figures 12-20.
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Figure 18. 3D volumetric reconstruction of a mandibular molar obturated with ThermaSeal Plus sealer with single cone technique (TSSC)
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Figure 19. Periapical radiographs taken mesio-distally and bucco-lingually of a mandibular molar during screening and post-obturation with TSSC

Figure 20. Horizontal cross-section of mandibular molar obturated with TSSC showing the filling, interfacial gap and void
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Figure 21. 3D volumetric reconstruction of a mandibular molar obturated with ThermaSeal Plus sealer with warm vertical technique (TSWV)
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Figure 22. Periapical radiographs taken mesio-distally and bucco-lingually of a mandibular molar during screening and post-obturation with TSWV

Figure 23. Horizontal cross-section of a mandibular molar obturated with TSWV showing the filling, interfacial gap and void
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Figure 24. 3D volumetric reconstruction of a mandibular molar obturated with BC sealer and single cone technique (BCSC)
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Figure 25. Periapical radiographs taken mesio-distally and bucco-lingually of a mandibular molar during screening and post-obturation with BCSC

Figure 26. Horizontal cross-section of a mandibular obturated with BCSC showing the filling, interfacial gap and void
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4.Discussion

As BCS is a new sealer, most of the existing studies have been done to determine its biological
(4, 79) and physical properties (4, 80) as well as its apical sealing abilities (78). To date, there is
only one published MCT study which investigated the root canal filling quality of teeth obturated
with BCS (66). A MCT study by Celikten et al. (2015), compared the obturation quality in single-rooted maxillary premolars using the single cone technique together with various root sealers
(BCS, Smartpaste bio, ActiV GP and AHP) (66). However, in their study, the WV technique
was not examined (66). There are currently no published MCT studies that have compared the
obturation quality between the mesial and distal canals of mandibular molars. Thus, this study
represents the first attempt to use MCT technology to compare the obturation quality (percentage
volume of voids and gaps) in the mesial and the distal canals of mandibular molars obturated
with the TSSC, TSWV and BCSC technique.

The incidence of voids within the root fillings can be affected by the root canal anatomical variations, canal preparation, sealer distribution and volume, and operator experience (73, 81). Unfilled canal spaces were often collectively reported as voids in previous studies (43, 73). In this
study, the internal voids were reported as voids and the external and combined voids were collectively reported as gaps. However, many studies reported any unfilled spaces as voids only (43,
63, 73). Hence, with differences in methodologies, statistical analysis and parameters measured,
direct comparisons between the existing studies and the current study are challenging.
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4.1. Differences Between the Obturation Groups
No significant differences in the percentage volume of voids and the percentage volume of gaps
were found between the TSSC, TSWV and BCSC groups (p > 0.05). This corroborated the study
by Celikten et al. (66) who also found no difference in the percentage of voids between their
BCSC and AHSC group. In addition, this finding is also supported by studies which compared
the percentage of voids in teeth obturated with AHP sealer using the WV and the SC technique
(43), the WV, CLC, SC technique (48) and the Thermafil, SC, and WV technique (54). In the
current study, the root canal third of each root was analyzed separately as the presence of voids
and gaps in each third are of clinical significance and could provide insight on the behavior of
the different obturation techniques and different sealers in different anatomical locations.

The lack of difference between the obturation groups could also be due to the fact that the heat
source only reached the area 5 mm from the WL during downpacking in the TSWV group. Although the heat carrier was recommended to be inserted 3-5 mm short of WL for the WV technique (82), it has been reported that only 1-2 mm of the GP apical to the heat carrier are prone to
plastic deformation (83). Hence, the apical 2-4 mm of the canal was essentially filled with a SC
technique for all the obturation groups. This corroborated the MCT study by Li et al. (67) which
compared the quality of obturation of teeth obturated with TSP with GuttaCore, WV and CLC
techniques also stated that the apical third of their WV group was essentially filled with a SC
technique. The root length of the samples was not standardized and may vary from 8-12mm. For
samples with shorter roots in the TSWV group, the apical third and a portion of the middle third
could essentially be obturated with a SC technique as the effect of the heat does not deform GP
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1-2m beyond the heat source. Hence, the various root lengths could be a confounding variable
for this study.

In the TSSC and the BCSC group, the GP in the coronal third was seared off approximately 1
mm above the orifice with the heat carrier and vertically compacted to seal off the orifice.
This methodology for the SC technique was adopted in a previous study by Horsted-Bindslev et
al. (84). Hence, in all the samples, the apical 5 mm was essentially obturated with the SC technique and part of the coronal third of the canals was vertically compacted. The difference between the samples in the different obturation groups should therefore be found mainly in the
middle third of the root. An interesting finding is that although the most apical GP is not affected
in the WV technique, the sealer is often better pressed into canal irregularities and even beyond
the foramen than in the SC technique (48).

Furthermore, none of the obturation groups can produce a root canal filling without voids or
gaps. This finding corroborated with previous studies using MCT (10, 43, 73) or digital image
analysis of root cross- sections (47, 48, 85). Our findings also indicate that voids and gaps are
randomly distributed along the canals when these combinations of obturation techniques and
sealers are used and this finding is also in agreement with other studies (10, 54, 62, 67, 73).

4.2. Differences Between the Mesial and Distal Canals
In the mesial root of the mandibular molars, the incidence of isthmuses was 54-59% and they
were often found 3-6 mm from the apex (74, 86, 87). In a study by Von Arx (2005), 83% of the
mesial roots of the mandibular molars had two canals with the presence of an isthmus, 11% had
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two separate canals with no isthmus and only 6% had a single canal (88). In contrast, less anatomical variations were often present in the distal root of mandibular molars and a single oval
shape canal was often found (75, 89). Hence, due to these anatomical differences, it is of interest
to determine the influence of anatomy on the quality of the obturation.

In this study, the incidence of isthmuses was approximately 40- 50 % in the mesial canals and
the isthmus location varies along the length of the root. No significant difference in the percentage volume of voids and gaps were found between the mesial and distal canals of the obturated
mandibular molars across all obturation groups and for the canal thirds (p > 0.05). This finding
is in agreement with a CLSM study by Marciano et al. (74), which found that the presence of
isthmuses did not increase the presence of voids in the mesial canals of mandibular molars obturated with AHP sealer using the WV or the SC technique. Their study also found no relation between the presence of isthmus and sealer distribution with the WV, SC, CLC and thermoplastized GP techniques (74). However, as it was a CLSM study and sections were only taken at the
2mm, 4mm and 6mm level, additional isthmuses may remain undetected and the effects of isthmuses on void formation may not be fully investigated (74). As there are no published MCT
studies that compared the obturation quality of the mesial canal to the distal canal of mandibular
molars, additional research is required to confirm the results of the present study. The lack of
difference between the mesial and distal canals could be because the isthmuses were not specifically evaluated in this study.

In the distal root of mandibular molars, less anatomical variations and often just a single oval
shape canal has been found (75, 89). In the past, it was believed that the use of single-cone obtu41

ration should be limited to round canals as the oval shape canals could create a filling with a
higher percentage of voids and gaps (47, 54, 74, 90). This is because resin based sealers could
undergo shrinkage, and the use of large volume of such sealers could further increase the presence of voids and gaps (73). However, this concept is now re-examined with the introduction of
bioceramic sealers such as BCS that expands slightly upon setting (6). Despite the differences in
the behavior of the resin based sealers and BCS, a study which compared the apical sealing ability of teeth obturated with BCSC, AHWV and BCWV technique found no difference in the apical sealing ability of the BCSC and the AHWV groups (78). These findings are in agreement
with the present results that no statistically significant difference in the percentage volume of
voids and gaps was noted between the distal and mesial canals regardless of the obturation techniques.

Although the isthmuses or lateral canals were not specifically evaluated in this study, extensions
of filling material or dentinal debris into the isthmuses or lateral canals were noted in some of the
3D reconstruction images of all the obturation groups. This finding was in agreement with the
CLSM study by Somma et al. (54) which found obturation material in the isthmus of the mesial
canals of mandibular molars obturated with TSP with Thermafil, WV, CLC, and SC technique.
This finding was also noted in several MCT studies which studied the obturation quality of the
mesial canals of mandibular molars (43, 74).

Whether having obturation material in the isthmus or lateral canal may be considered an advantage remains questionable. It could be perceived as advantageous as the antibacterial activity
of sealers could reduce the residual bacteria in these ramifications (43). However, despite the ra42

diographic appearance of some of the filling extending to the isthmus or the lateral canal, it has
been shown that the space actually remained unfilled and the filling material could damage the
remaining tissue and cause inflammation surrounding the material (91). This is due to the fact
that the tissues within the ramifications remain unaffected by chemomechanical preparation and
the filling material was unable to disinfect or seal the space adequately (91). Thus, efforts should
be focused on finding ways to adequately disinfect these lateral canals and ramifications to optimize treatment outcome (91).

4.3. Differences Between the Coronal, Middle and Apical Root Canal Thirds
Only a few MCT studies have examined the quality of obturation by different techniques across
the root canal thirds (66, 73). In this study, no significant difference in the percentage volume
of voids was noted in the canal thirds in all the canals in all the obturation groups (p > 0.05).
However, a significantly higher percentage volume of gaps was noted in the apical third compared to the middle third (p < 0.05) and the coronal third (p < 0.05) in all canals and all the obturation groups. No significant differences in the total percentage volume of gaps were noted in the
middle third compared to the coronal third (p > 0.05) of all canals and all obturation groups.

The significant difference in the percentage volume of gaps but not the voids in the canal thirds
could be due to the fact that a higher percentage volume of gaps than voids was found in all obturation groups, canals, and canal thirds. Hence, most of the unfilled space was found between
the interface of the sealer and the canal wall. This finding corroborated the MCT study by
Somma et al. who compared the percentage of voids (internal, external and combined) in
straight, single-rooted teeth obturated with Thermafil, SC and WV technique using AHP sealer
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(54). A higher percentage of gaps (external voids and combined voids) were noted compared to
the percentage of voids in all the obturation groups (54). The MCT study by Celikten et al.
(2015) also found a higher percentage of external and combined voids (gaps) compared to the
internal voids in the BCSC and AHSC group (66). This is likely to be of clinical significance as
the gaps are in contact with potentially infected canal walls, which may promote failure of the
sealer and lead to leakage (54). Due to the potential of gaps to negatively impact treatment outcome, an emphasis should be placed on finding solutions to optimally disinfect the root canal
system (54).

A significantly higher percentage volume of gaps in the apical third with no significant between
the coronal third and the middle third of the obturated root canals were also noted in the study by
Keles et al. (73). In that study, the obturation quality of oval canals in premolars obturated with
AHP sealer with CLC and WV techniques were compared (73). No differentiation was made between the voids and the gaps and any unfilled root canal space was collectively reported as voids
in their study (73). Despite the differences in reporting their data, a significantly higher percentage of unfilled space was noted in the apical third with no significant difference in the percentage
volume of unfilled space was noted between the coronal third and middle third of the samples in
the AHWV groups (73).

In contrast, the MCT study from Celikten et al. (2015) found a significantly lower percentage of
combined voids (gaps) in the apical third as compared to the coronal third in premolars obturated
with the BCSC and AHSC technique (66). The authors stated that the presence of more anatomical variations in the coronal third could explain the lower percentage of combined voids in the
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apical third (66). However, the majority of lateral canals and apical ramifications has been
known to be found in the apical 3 mm of the root (92). Hence, in agreement with their reasons
that voids are closely related to the canal anatomy rather than the filling technique or material,
the anatomical variation in the apical third of mandibular molars could be the reason that more
gaps are noted in the apical third than the coronal third or the middle third of the roots in this
study (92).

4.4. Other Observations
Dentin debris was found in the isthmus between the canals in occasion. This is a common observation after rotary instrumentation, irrespective of the conventional irrigation strategies (67,
73). The dentin debris may prevent the compaction of the root canal filling into the isthmus area
(54). Following the current positive pressure needle irrigation recommendation, a 30 gauge, sidevented needle was used within 1 mm of the WL (93-95). However, due to the curvature of the
root canal, the needle was not able to reach the area 1 mm short of WL in some samples.

A recent study by Freire et al. (95) found that the dentin debris occupied approximately 3.4% of
the root canal space in the mesial roots of mandibular molars, with greater accumulation in the
anatomical retentive areas. In their study, a 55.55% and a 53.65% reduction in dentin debris was
noted when passive ultrasonic irrigation or a negative pressure irrigation system EndoVac were
used, respectively (96). This finding corroborates another study, which noted cleaner isthmus
and more debris removal in mandibular molars using EndoVac as compared to the manual agitation of the irrigant solution with a well-fitted GP cone (97). Recently, the GentleWave System
(Sonendo Inc., Laguna Hills, CA), a new device which utilizes multisonic energy to create a
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strong hydrodynamic cavitation cloud, has demonstrated greater cleaning capacity and reduction
in residual debris within the mesiobuccal and mesiolingual canals of mandibular molars (98) and
in palatal and distobuccal canals in maxillary molars (99) as compared to those cleaned with
conventional methods. As no irrigation activation was used in this study, it would be of interest
to determine if the obturation quality would be enhanced with an irrigation activation protocol in
future MCT studies. The isthmus was not particularly treated in this study and an irrigation activation protocol may better clean these anatomical retentive areas and decrease the percentage
volume of voids and gaps.

In addition, the setting behavior of the BCS in this study may be different than in the clinical situation. A study by Xuereb et al. (99) found that the hydration reaction and bioactivity of BCS in
vivo is not the same as in the in vitro situations. Hence, the use of moist gauze to wrap around
the samples may not provide adequate moisture needed for BCS to set and consequently, voids
and gaps may have formed. Future studies should focus on ways to secure similar moisture in the
tooth and root dentin as found in vivo to simulate the setting reaction of the calcium silicate sealer in clinical situations and further evaluate the quality of obturation using calcium silicate sealers in such conditions.
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5.Limitations of Study

Direct comparisons between the current study and previous studies are challenging due to the
different methodologies, sample selection, operator differences, measuring parameters, MCT
scan setting, and interpretation of MCT scans (73, 81). In particular, many studies do not differentiate between voids and gaps. However, as gaps are of more clinical significance than voids
due to leakage, future studies should differentiate between the presence of voids and gaps in their
findings. As this is one of the first MCT studies that compared the obturation quality between the
mesial and distal canals of the mandibular molars, additional MCT studies should be performed
to confirm the findings of this study.

Due to the complexity of the anatomical variations in mandibular molar mesial canals, various
samples in this study exhibited various canal configurations as described by Vertucci (76). The
variations in canal anatomy were taken into account and each obturation group contained an
equal number of samples which exhibited one Vertucci type I canal configuration, nine type II
canal configuration and one type V configuration (76). With these anatomical complexities, dentin debris and tissues have been known to be trapped in the isthmus and ramifications and could
influence the obturation quality (96). Although no conventional irrigation technique can completely remove all the debris accumulated during instrumentation, irrigant activation has been
reported to be more effective than conventional needle irrigation (97, 100). In future studies, irrigant activation and agitation would be recommended to determine if it would improve the quality
of the root canal obturation.
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As well, an orifice opener was used for the coronal third of all the roots. Hence, even though GP
cones which corresponded to the final file size were used in the SC groups, the fit of the GP cone
no longer matched the instrument as more space in the coronal third was created. The root
lengths and root curvatures were also not standardized and not equally allocated into the obturation groups in this study. The root lengths of the samples vary from 8-12mm. The use of a heat
carrier to the level of 5 mm coronal to the WL may not adequately cause plastic deformation of
the GP (83) and the most apical portion of the TSWV root filling could essentially be filled as if
with the SC technique. In samples with shorter root length in the TSWV group, the apical third
or even a portion of the middle third could essentially be filled as if with the SC technique. In
addition, the setting of BCS is hard to replicate in an in vitro setting (101). Hence, this could also
affect the results for the BCSC group and the results from this study may have limited implications in the clinical setting.

With severe curvatures, the irrigation needle was not able to reach the level 1 mm coronal to the
WL. As well, downpacking the GP using the WV technique in these teeth was challenging.
Hence, the dentin debris and tissues could still be trapped in the isthmus and ramifications and
could influence the obturation quality (96). A more stringent sample selection criteria and sample
distribution criteria should be adopted in future studies.
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6. Conclusion

Within the limitation of this study, none of the filling techniques were able to completely fill the
root canal space and produce a void-free root canal filing. There was no difference in the percentage volume of voids and the percentage volume of gaps in mandibular molars obturated with
ThermaSeal plus sealer using the single cone technique or the warm vertical technique or using
BC sealer with the single cone technique. In addition, there was no difference in the percentage
volume of voids and percentage volume of gaps between the mesial and distal canals of the mandibular molars. A significantly higher percentage volume of voids was noted in the apical third
compared to the coronal and middle third of the mandibular molars in both roots and in all obturation groups. The incidence of voids within the root fillings can be affected by the root canal
anatomical variations, canal preparation, sealer distribution and volume and operator experience
(73).

Although it has been shown that root canal fillings with no voids are associated with an improved treatment outcome, it is impossible to determine the specific threshold of voids below
which a favorable treatment outcome is expected (73, 102). Therefore efforts should be focused
on finding ways to effectively disinfect the root canal space, lateral canals and ramifications in
order to optimize treatment outcome (91).

Future research could compare the retreatability of canals obturated with TSWV and TSSC and
BCSC technique in a MCT study. A study by Hess et al. compared the retreatability of mandibular molars obturated with AHWV and BCSC technique in a SEM study (103). However, with a
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MCT study, the samples could be preserved and the presence of other potentially interesting aspects such as dentin fractures after retreatment can also be evaluated.

The effect of heat for the quality of the root filling with BCS is not fully known. In future studies, upon determining the effect of heat on the physical and biological properties of BCS, an optimal heating temperature could be established. It would be of interest to compare the obturation
quality of teeth obturated with BC sealer or ThermaSeal Plus sealer using the single cone technique or the warm vertical technique and determine the influence of the presence of isthmuses on
the measured parameters in a MCT study.

This study is one of the first MCT studies that compared the obturation quality in the mesial and
the distal canals of mandibular molars. Despite the inherent anatomical differences in the samples and the difficulties in standardizing the samples for comparisons, the findings may be of
clinical interest and relevance for clinicians who face these anatomical challenges in clinical
practice (74). Within the limitations of this study, it appears that the single cone technique utilizing gutta percha in matching taper and size is a suitable alternative for obturation of mandibular molars as compared to the warm vertical technique.
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